CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

SECRET

DATE: 3 Nov 60

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: [MUNICH] 15-21

ACTION: C/EE 3

INFO: COP, C/C1, C/F/D 3, S/C 2

ROUTING

1 4
2 5
3 6

IN 37161

IMMEDIATE ACTION

RE DIR 33553 (OUT SYLUS) 15-21


ALTHOUGH WE HAVE COVER DISPATCH [HGLA] 7156 DATED 2 JULY 51 AVAIL.

SCHWELER EISENWERK, MUELLER AND COMPANY NOT MENTIONED.

ATTACHMENTS SENT [FRAN] NOT AVAIL [MUNI]

END OF MESSAGE

CS COMMENT: *IF [HGLA] 7156 H, 1954 DOCUMENT, STILL IN FILES PLS SEND ANY
DEROGATORY INFO THEREIN ON SCHWELER EISENWERK, MUELLER AND COMPANY, SCHWELM,
WESTFARIA.

SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 3 NOV 60

TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: [MUNICH]
ACTION: C/FI/D 4
INFO: C/EE 3, S/C 2

ROUTING

-9-E-C-X-X-T-

IMMEDIATE ACTION

C/S COMMENT: ACTION RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS CABLE HAS BEEN TRANSFERRED FROM TO F1/D BY A. STEELY EE, EXT. 3303 IN COORDINATION WITH MR. SILVER F1/D, EXT. 4692.

SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.